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t’s a sad fact of life the vast majority
of fibreglass boat brands don’t
draw on the technology that could
make ‘glass boats lighter yet stronger
than a tinnie. The problem is cost
and it’s the reason we haven’t seen
much appreciable change in the way
fibreglass boats are built in 30 years.
However, some boat builders are
willing to try something different and
one of them is Northern NSW Coast
boat builder, Nigel Shannon. Nigel
normally builds traditional-style timber
launches and skiffs for enthusiasts of
retro-craft. He’s had very little to do
with mainstream, production boats so
when he was asked to do a seriously
good fishing boat in fibreglass he was
open mined about trying something
completely different.

Nigel wanted to produce a boat that
would be light enough to fish over the
shallow waters of NSW coastal lakes.
From the outset he realised it had to be
vacuum-infused, foam-core construction
to compete with tinnies. This would not
only dramatically reduce hull weight but
actually make for a stronger craft than a
normal fibreglass boat.
The result of his work with a
prototype is the Fission 500, a radically
different fibreglass fishing boat. It’s a
five-metre boat that weighs just 300kg
as a basic tiller-steer model, or 380kg
with a dual-seat console. This makes
the Fission considerably lighter than
fibreglass boats the same size, or even
some tinnies!
It’s actually 20kg lighter than an
equivalent size vee-nose fishing tinnie.
The other advantage of this boat
is the tri-bow cathedral hull shape
that makes it super stable and yet
only draws 125mm in the water. The
gull-wing like hull forms twin tunnels
that help give the boat lift at speed as
well as a soft ride over choppy waters.
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Fission 500
Lighter than a tinnie and yet stable as a
rock, Fission 500 is a breath of fresh air
in the inshore fishing scene of Australia.
Test report by JAMES HILL.

And because it is such a light craft
these tunnels really work like they are
suppose to, injecting air-filled water to
the stern and an air-cushioned ride.
You only have to step aboard the
Fission 500 to realise she’s a brilliant
lure-flicking platform for coastal lake,
river and impoundment fishing. It has
a low-sided deck and huge amounts of
flat, non-skid finished deck area to cast
and retrieve either plastics or flies.
Being able slip over the shallows you
can raid the flatheads or chase bream
in the little backwaters.
And while it’s obviously aimed at
flat water fishing Fission 500 is a craft
you can fish the less sheltered bays,
estuary systems and headlands. It’s a
nice size for two anglers to really get
serious about tournament fishing and
do country impoundment events. And
let’s face it, with marine parks closing

off much our good coastal fishing
grounds this all makes a lot of sense.
As I found out in a recent test on
Pittwater in Sydney, the Fission 500
is a rock-solid stable platform whether
you’re fishing in calm waters or a bit
of choppy stuff. It has a fully moulded
interior like the American Bass and
Bone-Fishing craft and features a
wide console steering station with two
pedestal seats.
The first prototype was tiller-steered,
but it soon became obvious fishos
would also like a console steering
option. Hence the arrangement in this
first production boat with console and
dual side-by-side pedestal seats.
The shallow, moulded interior is
just perfect for lure fishing and you
effectively have a raised casting deck
front and back so two anglers could go
hard without getting in each other’s hair.

Would you take it offshore?
Possibly on a good day you could take
Fission fishing around the front of the
headlands or close reefs. And, despite
its low freeboard, it’s not too wet in
choppy waters thanks to the gull wing
hull shape.
You might notice the hoods over
the rear of the tunnels – this is to stop
blow-back spray.
The Fission 500 is being sold as a
factory-direct boat since Nigel is only
gearing up for low volume production.
Eventually, he will move to a dealer
network, however, in the meantime
buyers get the benefit of purchasing at
a wholesale price.
Nigel says he’s happy to
custom-build the boat and do different
hull colours too. A basic tiller-steer
version can put together ex-factory
as a tow-away package for $29,990.

This has a single-axle trailer and a
40hp Tohatsu EFTOL outboard. If you
want all the mod-cons with the deluxe
console and Tohatsu 50hp TLDI motor
the price will be $39,990.
Design: The Fission 500 is certainly
a fresh approach to our inshore fishing
scene. It’s a light, foam-cored fibreglass
boat, which utilises a tri-hull design
that’s reminiscent of the whaler-type
but with much more pronounced tunnel
bottom shape.
Looking at the Fission 500 at speed
you notice the batwing entry is very
rounded and smooth and this must help
a smooth, clean ride.
The hull length is 5m (16ft 5in) with
a super wide 2.3m beam. Combined
with low, square sides this makes the
Fission 500 super stable in the water.
She is so stable a fully grown bloke

can walk around the gunwales without
upsetting the boat. Check the photo!
This stability gives the impression
underway Fission is a much bigger,
heavier boat. It feels steady and not
‘bouncy’ like you get with a lot of
vee-nose tinnie punts this size.
Looking at the Fission 500 more
closely you will notice the tunnels run
right to the transom. The transom is
cut square so the hull has maximum
buoyancy for supporting heavier
four-stroke motors up to a 60hp
maximum rating.
Topsides are quite flat but they are
broken by spray rails set low to the
water to help deflect any bow spray
to the sides. That’s probably useful
because there are no chine lips like
you normally get in a fibreglass hull.
However, both the side sponsons and
centre hull have flattened off bottoms
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to reduce draft and this helps the boat
plane faster.
Coming aboard is made easy by the
low sides. You basically step aboard
using the trailer mudguards. However,
a rear fold-down ladder can be added if
you wished, through it would mainly be
only useful for kids going swimming.
Once aboard you find a very
wide, roomy interior with the floor
self-draining to four baffled scuppers
at the transom. This is an efficient way
to keep rain, or any loose water off
the cockpit proper. Also the moulded
cockpit makes it really easy to hose the
Fission down after a day’s fishing. Just
chuck in a buck of sudsy water and
then hose out!
The interior features seating for four
adults with two pedestals seats at the
console and two lift-off swivel seats at
the stern.
Total load capacity is five people, so
she is useful for family outings as well.
The double-skin fibreglass
construction feature foam-core
construction between layers of hand-laid
fibreglass. This is all compressed
together by using a vacuum bag and air
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pump. It’s a more time consuming way
to build a boat, however, results in a
far superior, light, strong hull. The resin
is also sucked into the dry fibreglass
layers via vacuum pressure so you get
a perfect laminate without air bubbles.
This results in a far stronger lamination
than normal hand-laid or gun-laid
fibreglass boats.
Total trail weigh is only about
790-800kg even with a full load of fuel.
This makes the boat very easy to tow
behind a car like the Holden Cruze
hatchback. The latter has a towing
capacity of 1200kg, so more than
adequate for the Fission.
Performance: On a cool but sunny
day it was a pleasure to catch up with
this new Aussie fishing machine. From
the outset we liked the interesting mix
of design features and uncompromising
emphasis on providing heaps of
stand-up fishing space.
Fission 500 is definitely a boat that
goes toe-toe with the best of the alloy
punt fishing machines in fishing space,
stability and under-deck stowage space.
And it has the added benefit of the

quiet, efficient ride of a foam-cored
fibreglass boat.
From the moment we got underway
the Fission 500 proved super stable
and cruised along nicely at low
speed. She tracks really nicely to the
course steered and doesn’t seem to
be bothered by small wave chop, or
cross-wind effect.
I was expecting this boat to blow
all over the place with such a light hull
weight but it proved very steady in
the water even when a fresh breeze
sprung up later in the day.
Nigel believes the Fission is
the most stable craft of its type in
existence, and he could be right! It just
doesn’t seem to tip at all with all three
crew on one side.

Being lightweight allows the Fission
500 to be very fuel efficient and quick
to plane. She also slides onto the plane
with hardly any bow lift and feels ease
to steer thanks to hydraulic steering.
Power: The Fission is rated for single
outboards in the range of 40 -60hp
either two, or four-stroke. We tested her
with a Tohatsu TLDI Direction-injection
50hp; outboard that shares the same
block as the 40hp. This is one a family
of clean-tech motors developed by
Tohatsu of Japan and delivers pretty
good fuel economy besides a clean,
smokeless performance.
The test rig gave us the following
GPS speed results:
3500rpm
4000rpm
4500rpm
5500rpm

15
18
20
27

knots
knots
knots
knots

The maximum speed was up around
the 29-knot mark with the engine flat
out, however, the boat felt pretty good
at this speed and totally under control.
Would you want more power? Most
times not but if you fished big lakes
like the NSW Alps or up the Northern
Territory rivers you would want more
speed to cover the big distances. Then
you’d go for a 60hp. The boat could

even be pushed to a 70hp like the quite
excellent Tohatsu 70hp TLDI.
The shallow hull of this boat
precludes in-floor fuel tanks, however,
you can get a total of 50-litres with two
Tohatsu 25-litre portable tanks. If you
wanted more range, just get a third tank!
Deck layout: Geared for cast and
retrieve fishing Fission 500 doesn’t
bother with anchor gear up front. You
get a very clean bow area for fishing,

and there’s room to add an electric
motor if desired.
The raised bow does give you a
small foredeck recess big enough for
an anchor locker, just in case you want
to put the pick down.
Meanwhile, the raised foredeck
gives you four lockers, including a
big one that can be a catch/release
tank. Behind this is the wide moulded
fibreglass console with folding
windscreen and dash with twin grab
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of the newest generation four-stroke
motors and even have the power
limit lifted to 70hp. The boat’s got
the stability and capacity to go faster
and become an absolute ripper of a
barramundi tournament machine.
The Fission 500 does cost a little
more than your average five-metre
but then it’s not your average boat!
There’s something special here
that the discerning fisho is going to
appreciate and perhaps want to buy.
Add in some different colour schemes,
a great colour sounder and you’ll be
ready to get into some interesting
inshore action!

handles and passenger dash light.
There’s a helm console here with motor
instruments and room over in front of
the passenger to mount a large LCD
sounder/GPS plotter.
You might notice the throttle box is
mounted to the left of the helm and in a
way that will suit stand-up steering. It’s
a great set-up and in practice works
really well.
The helm/passenger seats are
comfortable padded white vinyl with
adjustable slides. They sit atop a large
tackle box with two sets of draws – both
facing aft.
There is a moulded in-floor kill tank
behind this and right aft two swivel-type
fishing seats that can be removed and
left ashore. The enclosed sides of the
cockpit have lockable rod lockers so
you can stow rods and reels away from
prying eyes!
The rear deck forms a nice casting
deck and also includes a recessed
outboard well to take motors around
40-60hp. This rear deck also houses
the twin portable plastic fuel tanks, plus
dual batteries.
Standard deck gear includes three
stainless steel grab handles aside plus
stainless steel mooring cleats at the
bow and stern quarters. You also get
ski hooks in the standard package and
navigation lights.

I'd like to see the Fission 500 in a
few other versions, especially a single
side console because the craft is so
stable and would work well this way.
It would be also great to see the
Fission 500 matched up with some

Finish

Helm Set-up

Verdict: Fission 500 is a fresh new
design that brings some much needed
innovation to the fibreglass fishing boat
scene. This is not the first Aussie boat
to utilise resin infusion construction,
however, it’s great to see a new builder
going totally down this track and
creating a hull that suits this technology.

Fitout

Fishability

Ride

Safety Features

Dryness

Value for Money
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BOAT TEST ANALYSIS
Boat supplied with TLD Tohatsu 50hp motor, tie-downs, single-axle braked trailer with
spare wheel, console steering, four seats, six side grab rails, navigation lights, console
light, live bait tank/live bait pump, double rod holder, rod locker hatch, inshore safety pack.
Price $39,990 from Shannon Boats NSW ph 02 6553 2988.

SPECIFICATION CHART
Brand

Fission

Model
Material
Style

Signature

Scout

Quintrex 500

160Sportfish HornetTrophy

Triumph

500

485SF

fibreglass

fibreglass

fibreglass

alloy

poly plastic

170DC

console

console

console

console

console

Length

5m

4.8m

4.7m

5m

5.1m

Beam

2.3m

2m

2.1m

2m

2m

Rated power

60hp

90hp

70hp

100hp

75hp

Tohatsu50

Mercury60

Suzuki70

Mercury90

Mercury75

380kg

320kg

426kg

400kg

500kg

portable

portable

68L

75L

95L

Power as tested
Hull weight
Fuel capacity

STAR RATING

*Data ESTIMATED by the TBF team when accurate information is unavailable. Maximum star rating 5 stars.

